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Introduction to  
Dart Capital
Dart Capital is a wealth management company owned 
and run by individuals, for individuals. We have developed 
our award-winning discretionary investment management 
business since 2008. 

We place a high value on our long-term relationship with  
our clients, and we believe it is important to treat every client as 
an individual. From the very start of our relationship with you, 
we begin and enjoy the process of getting to know you. We will 
continue to build on that relationship over the long term.
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We provide a very focused and 
personal service, which has 
been refined over the years to 
suit the needs of our clients.  
Our comprehensive approach 
focuses on you, as our individual 
and valued client.
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1987

 Dart Capital 
Incorporated 
(under its 
original name)

2006

 Chris 
Bellchambers 
joins the 
business

 Annual 
turnover 
exceeds  
£1 million

 Dart Capital 
AUM =  
£100 million

2008

 Richard 
Whitehead 
leads a 
management 
buy out of the 
business with 
a syndicate of 
investors and 
forms Dart 
Capital Group

 Matthew 
Dymock joins 
the business

2011

 Dart Capital 
begins a 
successful 
relationship 

 with custodian, 
AJ Bell

2012

 Dart Capital 
AUM =  
£200 million

2016

 Dart Capital 
Group AUM = 
£400 million

2018

 Dart Capital 
Group AUM = 
£485 million

2014

 John Orpen 
appointed 
Chairman 
& Richard           
Murphy 
appointed as 
Non-Executive 
Director

 Dart Capital 
Group acquires 
Waterson 
Jones

2017

 Annual group 
turnover 
exceeds  
£3 million 

 Chris 
Bellchambers 
and Matthew 
Dymock 
appointed as 
Directors of 
Dart Capital 

 Dart Capital 
welcomes 
25 new 
shareholders 

2019

 Dart Capital 
Group AUM = 
£500 million

2013

 Annual 
turnover 
exceeds  
£2 million

2015

 Dart Capital 
Group AUM = 
£300 million

2004

 Dart Capital 
 AUM =  

£47 million

 Richard 
Whitehead 
joins the 
business

2007

 Dart Capital 
is granted 
Discretionary 
Investment 
Management 
Permissions 
from the FCA

  John Orpen 
and Richard 
Murphy join  
as consultants

2009

 Dart Capital 
moves into  
new offices  
in the City  
of London
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Our history
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A structure that puts  
the client first

Dart Capital is owned by its Directors and by a number of private investors. 
As such – and unlike many of our peers – we are completely independent 
of any other financial institutions. 

This independence, alongside our ownership structure, means that our 
interests are completely aligned with those of our clients.

What sets us apart?

We strongly believe that we can provide you with first-class solutions  
for your investment portfolio. We offer:

 Financial planning services and discretionary  
investment management

 A clear focus on delivering real risk-adjusted returns
 Understanding of our clients’ current and future goals
 Independent ownership, this gives us freedom to make  

 decisions based on our clients present and future requirements
 A personal service, refined to meet your needs
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Our clients

We are proud of the diversification amongst our client base, including 
professionals, families and independent individuals alike. To us no client is 
more important than another; we work hard to ensure you feel valued by us. 
Our clients include:

 Professional partners in law firms & top tier accountancy firms
 Retired individuals
 Senior executives in FTSE 250 firms
 Business owners and entrepreneurs
 Companies
 Institutions
 Trusts
 Individuals with settlements from divorce or personal injury
 Individuals referred from IFAs or other professionals
 Families keen to establish a secure financial grounding for children 

If you are seeking a new investment manager and would like a personal 
reference, we will be happy to arrange for you to talk to one of our  
existing clients. Please do not hesitate to contact us in this instance.

No two clients are the same, 
we appreciate your individual 
requirements
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Communication & reporting

We work to build up a meaningful and enjoyable long-term relationship 
with each of our clients. This relationship is built on trust and a genuine 
understanding of your objectives and priorities. We always welcome 
dialogue, whether through informal, ad-hoc communication or at one of 
our six-monthly review meetings. We pride ourselves on being flexible, and 
are happy to meet with you either at your home or in our centrally-based 
London office.

New clients quickly become known to the entire team. Every client is 
supported by two named contacts within the organisation: their Investment 
Manager and their Portfolio Manager. In turn, they are supported by our 
Analysts, Administrators and PAs. 

We will send you a quarterly Portfolio Valuation, detailing performance, 
asset allocation, performance attribution, value, summary of cash, 
transaction and fees. This information is accompanied by our ‘Investment 
Brief’ which provides insight into the events that have shaped the previous 
few months’ portfolio performance. 

Our Research Team produce a monthly ‘Market Commentary’, which 
includes analysis on financial markets as well as our investment outlook.

Our Service
At Dart Capital we believe our proven track record in providing proactive 
investment management and financial planning capabilities sets us apart. We 
provide a focused and personal service, which has been refined over the years. 

Getting to know you
At our first meeting we will spend time getting to know you. We will assess 
your current situation and consider the following:

 Current assets
 Previous experience of investing
 Any existing investments and holdings
 Future objectives
 Commitments and liabilities
 Time horizon
 Personal attitude to risk

Going forward, our Financial Planning Team can formulate a long-term 
investment strategy that considers your stage in life and is designed to 
help achieve your goals. We use specific tools to help model cash flow 
predictions over time. This approach; along with our insight enables us to 
give advice on structuring your holdings, as well as guidance on drawing 
income or capital efficiently, over time and for tax efficiency.

Our service is “restricted” in regulatory terms to providing advice in three key 
areas:

 Funding portfolios - This can be by way of transfer and consolidation  
 of existing portfolios, pensions and ISAs, or by investing previously  
 un-invested cash
 Managing investments within portfolios 
 Drawing down from portfolios - We advise on the most efficient way  
 to draw income and capital from portfolios

A holistic approach  
that focuses on you
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Our fees

We strive to ensure that our fees are transparent, clear, and 
fair. They are designed to ensure that there is no product or 
investment bias within your portfolio.

We believe that part of our role is to minimise the running 
costs of our clients’ portfolios, we therefore use the share 
classes with the lowest available management charges.

Our transparency  
is the key

12
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Our Process
Once we have agreed the investment strategy and mandate with our clients 
we can then look at which of our portfolios best meets their needs. The 
portfolios are managed using a series of risk rated and diversified asset 
allocation models, comprised of the most suitable investments across all 
asset classes. 

The portfolios contain a mix of equities, fixed-income securities and 
alternative assets (i.e. property and targeted absolute return funds).  
We tend to avoid the more esoteric, higher risk investments such as hedge 
funds and private equity.

Our investment management team looks carefully at the long-term risk  
and return expectations for each asset class, as well as their interaction  
with each other. 

We value the expertise that other professionals bring, we therefore like 
to work in close partnership with our clients’ other advisers, usually their 
solicitor and accountant, to ensure that they have the most suitable and 
joined up arrangements for their circumstances.

Client portfolios are actively managed and regularly reviewed. This helps 
us ensure that all holdings meet our near term views on the relative 
values of each asset class. If necessary we adjust the portfolios on a 
monthly basis to ensure they are in line with the investment goals. 
Any required changes are reviewed and approved by the Investment 
Managers prior to being transacted. 

Any changes to your portfolio will be highlighted in your quarterly 
Portfolio Valuation.

Asset allocation -  
working hard for you

The broader structure and asset allocation of your portfolio is just  
as important as the performance of the underlying investments.

We believe that the right portfolio structure will provide the greatest scope 
to deliver the outcome you expect through a disciplined and transparent 
investment strategy. Moreover, in order to ensure that your investments 
work as hard as possible for you, we aim to minimise management costs 
and to mitigate tax liabilities as far as possible.

Our investment process combines all the discipline and focus that you might 
expect from a larger institution, alongside a thoroughly personal approach.

Delivering the best opportunities  
for your portfolio

Our Investment Strategy Committee (ISC) meets every month to review 
tactical asset allocation policy and discuss and approve new investment 
ideas. The Committee draws together research from a wide range of 
sources, and its conclusions determine our opinion of financial markets, 
asset classes, investment sectors and manager styles, and ultimately 
establish our asset allocation strategy.

Our meetings provide a valuable opportunity to debate and test our views, 
and to build high levels of conviction. In turn, this reinforces our decision-
making process, providing us with the conviction to go against the tide of 
wider opinion when we believe it is appropriate.

Delivering the outcome 
you expect
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Focused fund selection

We focus on fundamentals rather than past performance and analyse 
each manager’s ability to deliver to their stated objective and to generate 
performance within clear risk boundaries. This helps us to ensure that your 
portfolio’s structure and behaviour meets your expectations.

Every investment is continuously monitored and regularly reviewed to  
ensure that the rationale for their inclusion in your portfolio remains intact.

Because we do not run our own funds, the investment team can be 
completely objective. Therefore, all our decisions are made entirely  
for the benefit of our clients.

An objective approach  
that puts you first

Four-step investment process

Our investment process comprises of four key steps: 

1. Fundamental analysis 

Our Analysts’ research and monitor global macroeconomic data  
and valuations across asset classes.

2. Ideas generation

The Research Team undertakes regular meetings with fund managers 
in order to review and evaluate fund strategies. Ongoing ad-hoc 
research and analysis, supported by the informal exchange of ideas, 
help our Analysts and Investment Managers to shape tactical asset 
allocation strategies. 

3. Portfolio construction 

Our Investment Strategy Committee (ISC) meets every month to 
review tactical asset allocation policy and discuss and approve new 
investment ideas.

4. Implementation

Any time-sensitive changes are implemented quickly and within 24 
hours of the ISC’s meeting. Our portfolios are designed to be resilient 
in all market conditions; however, we might seek to implement ad-hoc, 
tactical adjustments to your portfolio when appropriate – for example, 
during periods of market volatility.

16
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Our Team
Our people are our most important asset. Every member of our team  
has been selected for their unique abilities, their focus and for their 
commitment to our clients.

We understand that the management of your money is a personal matter. 
Therefore we don’t seek to provide a “one-size-fits-all” client experience.  
Our approach is focused on real people – both our colleagues and our  
clients – so you can expect a genuinely personal experience.

A personal approach

Instead of focusing solely on the money or assets available for investment,  
we take stock of each client’s entire asset base – for example, cash or  
buy-to-let property. Although these assets will not be included in the  
asset allocation of your portfolio with us, they help us to create the  
most comprehensive picture of your circumstances and priorities.

Working alongside you

Too many investment managers expect their clients to maintain a long-term 
perspective towards their investments, but do not make the same effort to 
keep up with their clients’ evolving lives and situations. 

However, just as financial markets don’t stand still, we recognise that 
your life and your circumstances will continue to change. We expect our 
relationship with you to develop over time as your life and situation evolve.

Our people are our  
most important asset
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Our Insight
At Dart Capital we believe that clear and concise communication is the key to 
keeping you best informed. By gathering knowledge and insight we put this to 
best use in managing your portfolio. We are delighted to share these views  
in our meetings with you and also in our documents.

News & views

Every three months we will send you a Portfolio Valuation of the investments 
you hold with us, along with our ‘Investment Brief’, This document highlights 
our house investment views as well as a review of the previous quarter’s 
market and economic developments.

We also produce a monthly ‘Market Commentary’ which gives our views  
on how global stock markets have behaved over the past month against  
a backdrop of world news and geopolitical events.

Our Research Team will also produce commentary from time to time on 
topical market trends and events, such as interest rate decisions, as well as 
opinion pieces through our ‘View from the Monument’ series.

Please contact us directly if you would like these documents to be  
emailed to you.

Our insight is  
your peace of mind
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Protecting your assets
Dart Capital has a longstanding relationship with the 
professional custodian AJ Bell, who provide services for the 
majority of our clients. For offshore clients we will source a 
suitable alternative. 

All investments purchased or transferred into the portfolio 
will be held in a custody account on your behalf. There are 
many advantages to using a custodian, including:

 Accurate and efficient dealing and administration
 High-quality and comprehensive reporting and   
 valuations
 Online access to your portfolio, allowing you to  
 monitor the up-to-date performance and value  
 of your investments
 Less administration and paperwork for you 
 Security – your investments are held by the custodian  
 in a non-trading nominee account

We pride ourselves on providing our clients with a genuine 
personal experience and will always be pleased to discuss 
any aspects of your portfolio or changes to strategy with you. 
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Getting in touch 
We would be delighted to discuss your investment requirements  
at any time. Simply contact us via the details below:

Our office can be found at:

Dart Capital Ltd 
61 Queen Street 
London 
EC4R 1EB

Email:  dartcapital.update@dartcapital.com  
Website:  www.dartcapital.com  
Telephone:  020 7283 1117 
Fax:   020 7283 0891



Dart Capital Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FRN: 137569. 
Dart Capital Limited is registered in England and Wales. Company number: 2146006.

This document does not constitute advice or a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations 
or needs of individuals. This document is not intended for further distribution. This document has been prepared with all reasonable care and is 
not knowingly misleading in whole or in part. The information herein is obtained from sources which we consider to be reliable but its accuracy and 
completeness cannot be guaranteed. No responsibility is taken for any losses, including, without limitation, any consequential loss, which may be 
incurred by anyone acting on information in this document. The opinions and conclusions given are those of Dart Capital Limited and are subject to 
change without notice. The value of investments and the income from them are not guaranteed and can fall as well as rise and clients may not get 
back their original investment. It should be remembered that past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Where investments 
have particular tax features, these depend on the individual circumstances of each client and tax rules are subject to change in the future.


